I found this class really interesting. Brother Jensen does a great job teaching the material simply and answering questions. I also really appreciated how the exams were so similar to the study guide.

Brother Jensen is a great teacher, but maybe should learn when to cut off accepting questions especially from such a large class because it seemed like it would take up to much time. In my personal opinion, He uses to many power-points, and those can get very boring and easy to not pay attention.

Brother Jensen always made learning fun! I loved this class.

I really enjoyed the class. I thought it was fun and good to learn about

I've taken this course twice with the same note taking techniques, same time, same me but different I structor and it was so so so much better with brother Jensen. I felt as though he cared a lot ,ore about his students and about whether they were learning or not. And it's a 7:45 class and he understood if people were super tired and what not. He's an exceptional professor

I enjoyed going to class and learning about the mind. I think my biggest problem was that I picked such an early time so I struggled to motivate myself to go as often as I should have

I absolutely loved this class and would take it by brother Jensen a million times over because I loved his teaching style and humor!

I loved how well Brother Jensen prepared us for the tests. You could tell that he really wants his students to exceed. He was also so easy to contact. He would get right back to you.

I really liked Brother Jensen, he is kind and willing to help us understand, he solves questions and his classes are fun!

This was a rough class because I took it at 7:45 but for a first time professor, brother Jensen was really good at engaging us. He also organized the course in a way that encouraged enthusiastic learning.

I actually looked forward to the exams

Awesome professor, super workable, and I really liked his teaching methods.

He’s good about prepping us for tests, easy to talk to

I enjoyed the course, the instructor and the knowledge I obtained in this course.

Very apparent that Brother Jensen is a new teacher. He reads off of his slides and posts them online, so it almost makes you question why you go to class in the first place. If you can memorize everything you’ll ace the class, but if you focus on application, you’ll struggle in this class.

An amazing professor!
Brother Jensen is very knowledgeable about what psychology is, and I feel that if he were to incorporate more of himself into the lessons and be himself then it would be much more exciting and make the course material more enjoyable.

I’m super glad I was able to take your class. I appreciate how you taught simply, yet I feel like I learned a lot about psychology! Great job this semester!

This class was fascinating to learn. I feel like I would have enjoyed this class more if it was not so early in the morning. The teacher is good and you can tell he enjoys teaching psychology. The more you are in that class, the better you will understand the concept/ material given to you.

It was great.

Brother Jensen is a young teacher, but he does a great job.

The teacher was very knowledgeable. He also was very good about answer any all question. He is very inclusive and kind

It was frustrating to read the chapter before class (because we had to take a quiz before class) and then during class Brother Jensen simply reiterated everything we had just read. It would be more beneficial to expound upon the topics we had read about.

Brother Jensen didn’t require attendence, so people never came. His lectures were also very dry. But the amount of busy work was perfect!

Your jokes and sense of humor were greatly appreciated. That made the tests a lot less stressful, and it made the tests a little enjoyable.

If I had to suggest something, I would suggest making the classes a little more interactive. I get that our class is in the early morning, but that would be one little thing I would suggest.

I love this professor! He is clear in his criteria and doesn’t give busy work. The lectures are very interesting and well prepared. Best lecture class.

this course. and this professor were great! i learned a whole ton.